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A Family-text Book for the Country
A wondrous story of adventure and friendship featuring a group of women who ride Icelandic horses.
"Blame it or praise it, there is no denying the wild horse in us." - Virgina Woolf Each June, Tory Bilski
meets up with fellow women travelers in Reykjavik where they head to northern Iceland, near the
Greenland Sea. They escape their ordinary lives to live an extraordinary one at a horse farm perched at
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the edge of the world. If only for a short while. When they first came to Thingeyar, these women were
strangers to one another. The only thing they had in common was their passion for Icelandic horses.
However, over the years, their relationships with each other deepens, growing older together and
keeping each other young. Combining the self-discovery of Eat, Pray, Love, the sense of place of Under
the Tuscan Sun, and the danger of Wild, Wild Horses of the Summer Sun revels in Tory's quest for the
"wild" inside her. These women leave behind the usual troubles at home: illnesses, aging parents,
troubled teenagers, financial worries and embrace their desire for adventure. Buoyed by their friendships
with each other and their growing attachments and bonds with the otherworldly horses they ride, the
warmth of Thingeyrar's midnight sun carries these women through the rest of the year's trials and
travails. Filled with adventure and fresh humor, as well as an incredible portrait of Iceland and its
remarkable equines, Wild Horses of the Summer Sun will enthrall and delight not just horse lovers, but
those of us who yearn for a little more wild in everyday life.

The Island Horse
From the first brilliant rush of horses to the triumphant sight of beautiful bays, chestnuts, shiny blacks,
whites, grays, and paints galloping across the pages, Paul Goble's very special book will delight all who
love horses and all who love stories that tell of the spiritual connection between people and animals. His
magnificent, detailed paintings evoke an almost forgotten world as he recounts a stirring legend based on
the oral tradition of the Pawnee. Focusing on a poor boy and his grandmother, adventure begins when
the boy discovers an old, limping horse. Though ridiculed by his tribe, the boy cares for the horse and
brings it back to health. In turn, the animal helps his friend achieve greatness, only to be betrayed. The
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boy's remorse is sincere, but will he be forgiven? Captivating readers, Caldecott medalist Paul Goble
shows how a loving friendship changes the lives of a people.

Keeping Secrets
Photography, Nature In Wild Horses of Cumberland Island, photographer Anouk Masson Krantz has
captured the dramatic scenery and majestic horses as they have never been seen before. Her images
show the remarkable animals in their naturally diverse ecosystems.

The Long Dusty Trail
The Complete Novels of R. M. Ballantyne
** "This memoir seems written directly from Hemp’s soul, as she beautifully shares her moving story of
learning to love and trust again after loss."--Booklist ** Christine Hemp's debut work of nonfiction, Wild
Ride Home, is a brilliant memoir, looping themes of finding love and losing love, of going away and
coming home, of the wretched course of Alzheimer's, of cancer, of lost pregnancies, of fly fishing and
horsemanship, of second chances, and, ultimately, of the triumph of love and family--all told within the
framework of the training of a little white horse named Buddy. Wild Ride Home invites the reader into
the close Hemp family, which believes beauty and humor outshine the most devastating circumstances.
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Such optimism is challenged when the author suffers a series of blows: a dangerous fiancé, her
mother’s dementia, unexpected death and illness. Buddy, a feisty, unforgettable little Arabian horse
with his own history to overcome, offers her a chance to look back on her own life and learn to trust
again, not only others, but more importantly, herself. Hemp skillfully guides us through a memoir that is,
despite devastating loss, above all, an ode to joy.

Wild Horse Annie
Parley's Book of Quadrupeds for Youth
Traces the work of two wildlife veterinarians who protect and chart the lives of Assateague Island's wild
horses, describing their shared efforts to balance the horses' ecosystem and raise awareness.

Sadie's Montana Trilogy
Twin sisters, Elma and Thelma Hochstetler volunteer to bake a Christmas cake for an Amish charity
auction, only to learn they must demonstrate the whole process on stage in front of an audience.
Bumbling their way through, the take-charge Elma and the klutzy optimist Thelma manage to entertain
their audience—and attract the admiration of two bachelors, an outspoken woodworker and a shy
harness maker from a neighboring community. More than one man will make a staggering bid for their
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cake. Could a lopsided Christmas cake be the key to opening the door to romance for one or more of the
Hochstetler twins?

Nobody's Horses
Sadie Miller didn't know what to expect when her family left Ohio for the small Montana Amish
settlement—certainly not horse thieves, mysterious men, or her family falling apart. Can Sadie find her
place in this wild, Western community, far from the familiar—and discover love along the way? Wild
Horses, Book 1: Sadie Miller is adjusting to life at Aspen East Ranch when Ezra appears. Perfect in
every way and fully intending to marry Sadie, Ezra seems like a dream, but does Sadie love him? And
who is this fascinating Mark who helps to rescue a dying horse and shows up at the Amish hymn-sing,
though he is English? Now Sadie's own close-knit family is falling apart. Mam claims her head is
cluttered and unclear. The worst part is, Dat refuses to acknowledge Mam's struggles. Sadie finds some
refuge in Nevaeh, a black-and-white paint. But when a dreadful accident involving wild horses occurs,
Sadie must move forward into the unknown. Keeping Secrets, Book 2: There's horse trouble in
Montana again. Only this time, horses aren't being stolen, they're being shot. No hard-working ranch
horse or Amish horse and buggy is safe. Sadie's heart is still set on Mark, despite warnings from
concerned friends. Then Daniel appears—a visitor from Lancaster County. With cornflower-blue eyes
and a strong, square jaw, he is everything that Mark is not. Why, Sadie wonders desperately, are there so
many secrets? The Disappearances, Book 3: Sadie may be married now, but she's as spirited as ever.
Soon after she and Mark are settled into the farmhouse, she's visited by three FBI agents who question
her about the two children who mysteriously appeared one day at the Ranch. Before the agents leave,
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they warn Sadie that her beloved horse, Paris, is highly valuable, and that she and Mark may be in grave
danger. This news, on top of Mark's unexpected black moods, leaves Sadie confused and disillusioned.
Mercifully, healing and courage reappear in unexpected times and places in this concluding volume of
the Sadie's Montana series. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books
imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas,
political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.

Wild Horses of Cumberland Island
Wild Horse Annie was the nickname of Velma Bronn Johnston (1912–77), loved mustangs all her life.
When she saw mustangs being rounded up and killed to make room for ranchers’ livestock, she knew
she had to speak up. In 1950, she began writing letters to local newspapers and politicians, defending the
horses' right to raom free. Many people told Annie to hush up, but they couldn’t stop her. She soon
became a voice for mustangs throughout the state of Nevada, speaking on their behalf at town halls and
meetings. But Annie was only one person, and she wanted to do more. So she got children to speak up,
too, by having them write letters to Washington, D.C., officials to ask them to save the mustangs. Finally,
with the help of her young “pencil brigade,” Annie persuaded Congress to pass nationwide laws
protecting wild horses and burros on public land nationwide. Readers will find inspiration in this portrait
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of an early animal-rights advocate, who spoke up for what she believed in, and empowered a generation
of children to be a voice for the voiceless.

Mustang
The Miller family's move from Ohio to Montana was, for the most part, uneventful, except that Sadie
Miller had to leave her beloved horse, the palomino named Paris. Still, she likes the Montana snows and
her job at Aspen East Ranch serving the ranch hands. Unexpectedly, Ezra appears, the man who seems
to be perfect in every way and fully intends to marry Sadie. But does she love him back? And who is this
fascinating Mark who helps to rescue a dying horse and shows up at the Amish hymn-sing though he is
English? Why can't she get his dark eyes and tall stature out of her mind? Now Sadie's own close-knit
family is falling apart. Mam claims her head is cluttered and unclear, and she no longer trusts herself to
make a chocolate cake from scratch or to cut Reuben's hair in a straight line. The worst part is, Dat
refuses to acknowledge Mam's struggles. Sadie finds some refuge in Nevaeh, a black and white paint. But
when a dreadful accident involving wild horses occurs, Sadie must move forward into the unknown
future. Will Dat let Mam seek professional help? Will Mam be willing to go? Will Mark be at the next
hymn-sing? Is he Amish or English? Will he like her favorite pink dress? Will she see the wild horses
again? Why do these phantom-like animals take her breath away every time they appear on the horizon?
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a
broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers,
comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not
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every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.

Taming the Wild Horse
From the imagination of renowned Western writer Zane Grey comes Wildfire, the gripping tale of a
man, a woman, and a remarkable horse. The three are thrown together through a series of
circumstances that give rise to a once-in-a-lifetime bond. One of Grey's most emotionally compelling
works, this novel combines pulse-pounding action and nuanced insight into the ties that bind us together.

Wild Blue
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Complete Novels of R. M. Ballantyne" is formatted for your eReader
with a functional and detailed table of contents: The Coral Island Snowflakes and Sunbeams (The
Young Fur Traders) Ungava Martin Rattler The Dog Crusoe and his Master The World of Ice The
Gorilla Hunters The Golden Dream The Red Eric Away in the Wilderness Fighting the Whales The
Wild Man of the West Fast in the Ice Gascoyne The Lifeboat Chasing the Sun Freaks on the Fells The
Lighthouse Fighting The Flames Silver Lake Deep Down Shifting Winds Hunting the Lions Over the
Rocky Mountains Saved by the Lifeboat Erling the Bold The Battle and the Breeze The Cannibal
Islands Lost in the Forest Digging for Gold Sunk at Sea The Floating Light of the Goodwin Sands The
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Iron Horse The Norsemen in the West The Pioneers Black Ivory Life in the Red Brigade Fort
Desolation The Pirate City The Story of the Rock Rivers of Ice Under the Waves The Settler and the
Savage In the Track of the Troops Jarwin and Cuffy Philosopher Jack Post Haste The Lonely Island
The Red Man's Revenge My Doggie and I The Giant of the North The Madman and the Pirate The
Battery and the Boiler The Thorogood Family The Young Trawler Dusty Diamonds, Cut and Polished
Twice Bought The Island Queen The Rover of the Andes The Prairie Chief The Lively Poll Red
Rooney The Big Otter The Fugitives Blue Lights The Middy and the Moors The Eagle Cliff The Crew
of the Water Wagtail Blown to Bits The Garret and the Garden Jeff Benson Charlie to the Rescue The
Coxswain's Bride The Buffalo Runners The Hot Swamp Hunted and Harried The Walrus Hunters
Wrecked but not Ruined Six Months at the Cape Memoirs: Personal Reminiscences in Book Making

The Age of the Horse
Wild Horse Country
In thirteenth-century China, a Daoist monk named Gao Daokuan (1195-1277) composed a series of
illustrated poems and accompanying verse commentary known as the Daoist Horse Taming Pictures. In
this annotated translation and study, Louis Komjathy argues that this virtually unknown text offers
unique insights into the transformative effects of Daoist contemplative practice. Taming the Wild Horse
examines Gao's illustrated poems in terms of monasticism and contemplative practice, as well as the
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multivalent meaning of the "horse" in traditional Chinese culture and the consequences for both human
and nonhuman animals. The Horse Taming Pictures consist of twelve poems, ten of which are equinecentered. They develop the metaphor of a "wild" or "untamed" horse to represent ordinary
consciousness, which must be reined in and harnessed through sustained self-cultivation, especially
meditation. The compositions describe stages on the Daoist contemplative path. Komjathy provides
opportunities for reflection on contemplative practice in general and Daoist meditation in particular,
which may lead to a transpersonal way of perceiving and being.

Half Broke Horses
Descended from the greatest horses of the American West, the wild horses living on the White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico -- one of the most dangerous places on Earth -- were a national treasure
and a living legend. Big, strong, beautiful, and fierce, their ancestors were the mounts of the famous
lawmen, hardy cowboys, and notorious outlaws who had once ruled the Wild West. Over the years,
these far-flung herds of the Land of Enchantment had inspired many myths, and were said to be guarded
by an implacable band of enormous, ghostly stallions that kept them from harm. But in 1994, after
decades of suffering through droughts, food shortages, and all the dangers that go with living on a
military-weapons testing site, scores of horses suddenly died. And almost two thousand were in such dire
straits that they were unlikely to survive. In a race to prevent more tragic deaths, large-animal
veterinarian Don H glund was called in to organize and lead a team of dedicated cowboys, soldiers,
and other professionals in removing the surviving horses and their babies to safety. Then would come the
challenge of rehabilitating them, and eventually placing them in loving homes with people who could
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meet the needs of the highly spirited wild animals. For the first time in book form, Nobody's Horses tells
the dramatic story of these noble horses' celebrated history, their defiant survival, and their incredible
rescue. During the complex rescue, stampedes, escapes, and injuries ensued as well as struggles with
animal rights activists and army officials. Everyone was in constant danger from unspent munitions on
the ground and missile testing in the air. Cowboys, Native Americans, and ranchers -- all of whom cared
deeply about the fate of the horses -- clashed in a battle of wills. And, of course, there were the horses
themselves -- wild, extraordinarily powerful animals, not easily managed or moved, who would become
known to their rescuers as fascinating, individual characters -- the wily old mares who evaded capture
and led their bands to water and food, the beautiful colts and their amazing resilience and ability to bond
with humans and each other, and the magnificent, powerful stallions who protected their harems and
young against humans and predators. Luckily H glund's team was also extraordinary, and their
mission a celebrated success for all the people involved, the horses that were rescued, and the grateful
families who adopted these living pieces of an American legacy. Filled with history and heroism,
adventure and rivalry, and, ultimately, the heartwarming alliances between horses and people, which
made the whole endeavor worthwhile, Nobody's Horses will stir the emotions and imaginations of horse
lovers, humanitarians, and anyone who loves an uplifting tale of second chances. It's a story of how
Nobody's Horses became Everybody's Horses.

The Pastures of Beyond
A top-ranked horse trainer’s gorgeous, life-affirming memoir that offers profound insight into the
fascinating ways both horses and humans seek relationships to survive. At the start of this remarkable
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story of recovery, healing, and redemption, Ginger Gaffney answers a call to help retrain the troubled
horses at an alternative prison ranch in New Mexico, a facility run entirely by the prisoners. The horses
are scavenging through the dumpsters, kicking and running down the residents when they bring the
trash out after meals. One horse is severely injured. The horses and residents arrive at the ranch broken
in one way or many: the horses are defensive and terrified, while the residents, some battling drug and
alcohol addictions, are emotionally and physically shattered. With deep insight into how animals and
humans communicate through posture, body language, and honesty of spirit, Gaffney walks us through
her struggle to train the untrainable. Gaffney peels away the layers of her own story—a solitary
childhood, painful introversion, and a transformative connection with her first horse, a filly named
Belle—and she, too, learns to trust people as much as she trusts horses. As her year-long odyssey builds
toward a dramatic conclusion, the group experiences triumphs and failures, brave recoveries and
relapses, as well as betrayals and moving stories of trust and belonging. Resonant, smart, and beautifully
written, Half Broke tears at the heart of what it takes to find wholeness after years of trauma and
addiction and offers profound insight on how working with animals can satisfy our universal need for
connection.

Horses
The legendary wild horses of Corolla, on North Carolina's perilous Outer Banks, are loved by millions
around the world, but barely tolerated on their home range. Can one of the rarest strains of Colonial
Spanish Horse endure against increasing odds? Wild horses have lived on the Atlantic coast for hundreds
of years. Now confined to a few barrier islands in four states, they attract millions of visitors even as they
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generate speculation, concern, and spirited debate. Millions of visitors who frequent vacation spots along
the Atlantic Wild Horse Trail are eager to learn about the wild herds that roam the nearby islands. The
Hoofprints Guide Series engage the reader with detailed information about the history, environment,
behavior, and prospects of these intriguing animals. Each inexpensive guide presents a realistic, detailed
account of one Atlantic coast herd and is packed with black-and-white photographs. The Hoofprints
Guides are appealing to a general readership, yet are well-referenced and accurate enough to satisfy the
scholar. Each of the Hoofprints Guides has been abridged from Bonnie Gruenberg's Wild Horse
Dilemma: Conflicts and Controversies of the Atlantic Coast Herds (2015). This comprehensive work is
the only book in print covering all the wild herds surviving in the eastern United States. It is
encyclopedic, copiously illustrated, and meticulously documented. Dilemma won the Eric Hoffer, Next
Generation Indie, and Independent Publisher book awards, and is a finalist for best nonfiction book in
the American Horse Publications 2016 Equine Media Awards. Reviewers have praised it as "the best
work ever written about East Coast wild horses (or wild horses period )" and "an in-depth read not to be
missed by serious wild horse enthusiasts." Quagga Press is an independent publishing company that
focuses on equine and equestrian subjects, wildlife, and conservation. Additional information and
photographs are available for free at www.wildhorseislands.com

The Hoofprints Guide to the Wild Horses of Corolla, NC
Levi Bolander knows he needs to change his life and start over somewhere new. The problem is that he
is forced to travel with the Pueblo Indian woman that he rescued. As he and Bluebird escape their
pursuers, Levi must confront the fissure between the woman he is coming to know and his feeling toward
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Indians. Bluebird and Levi arrive at the Langley ranch where Caleb Gunnar is facing his own problems.
As Caleb plans for his wedding to Caroline Langley, the bounty hunter brother of a man he killed is
threatening to uncover his past. Duane Boehm has written another western novel with enough humor,
heartbreak, love, and outlaws to keep you turning the page.

Wild Horses
A Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter's history of wild horses in America--and an eye-opening story on their
treatment in our time.

Spirit Horses
Wild Ride Home
In this second novel based on DreamWorks Animation's Spirit Riding Free by award-winning author
Suzanne Selfors, it's Lucky Prescott's first winter in the West! After Miradero Mel, the town's weatherpredicting pig, forecasts that this winter is going to be one of the harshest Miradero's had in decades,
Lucky and her best friends, Pru and Abigail, are excited to see what kind of adventures they can have in
the snow. Their excitement quickly shifts to concern for the townspeople, who might not have enough
food to last the season, and for Miradero's animals, like Lucky's wild stallion Spirit, who has a new foal
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in his herd. Will they be able to survive the worst that winter has to offer? The cold winter winds are also
the winds of change at home for Lucky and her single father, Jim. It seems everyone has an opinion
about Jim's marriage prospects. But Lucky likes their new life just the way it is. She isn't ready for a new
mom.But what if her dad is ready for a new wife? Lucky's first winter in Miradero promises to be one
that she, her best friends, and Spirit will never forget! DreamWorks Spirit Riding Free
2017
DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Fifteen Minutes
The award-winning author of Don Coyote recounts how he ran away from home at the age of thirteen
to his uncle's 1930s Oregon cattle ranch, where he discovered a talent for bronco busting, grew to
become a rodeo rider, and launched a career at the sides of such figures as Slim Pickens and Rex Allen.

Mystic Horse
After planning a life with her fianc e, Cooper Barnett, on his Montana ranch, Livie Hamilton is
attacked during a blizzard and finds herself pregnant, but when she is threatened by an unknown
blackmailer, she must decide if she is going to tell Cooper the truth.

Spirit Horses
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Horses were in Annie Bronn’s blood. For as long as she could remember, she had been fascinated by
the spirited wild mustangs that roamed free throughout the West. So when greedy cattlemen started to
round up the mustangs for slaughter, Annie knew it was up to her to save the breed. The true story of
Wild Horse Annie’s crusade to save the mustangs is inspiring. Readers will cheer her on, all the way to
the White House, in her struggle to preserve these beautiful creatures from extinction.

The Wild Other
The author offers a novel based on the life of her grandmother, Lily Casey Smith, who learned to break
horses in childhood, journeyed 500 miles on a pony as a teen to become a teacher, and ran a vast ranch
in Arizona with her husband while raising two children, including Rosemary Smith Walls, portrayed in
the author's acclaimed The Glass Castle. Includes reading-group guide. Reprint. A New York Times
Best Book of the Year.

The Lopsided Christmas Cake
A beautifully illustrated journey through the history of human and horses, from our earliest cave
paintings to today's beloved companions!

Spirit of the Wild Horse
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Zack Dylan has a dream. He wants to sing on the biggest stages, for the biggest crowds, and he'll do
whatever it takes to make it come true. But Zack also made a promise to his college sweetheart when he
left Kentucky to compete on the popular TV show Fifteen Minutes: If he made it, nothing would change
him or his faith in God. Overnight, Zack becomes the nation's most popular contestant, a country singer
comparable to a young Tim McGraw. As his star rises, Zack is often asked to compromise and quiet his
beliefs. Just as he's on the verge of winning it all, his choices lead him to the brink of personal disaster.
Meanwhile, a former Fifteen Minuteswinner is searching for meaning amidst her own private losses. Can
she warn Zack about the real price of fame? Or will Zack lose everything he loves for his fifteen minutes
of glory?

Meeting of the Mustangs
A panoramic study of the role of the wild horse in the history and popular culture of the American West
traces the history of the mustang and profiles some notable characters--equine and human alike--in that
history.

Mustang
Half Broke: A Memoir
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A “superb” account of the enduring connection between humans and horses—“Full of the sort of
details that get edited out of more traditional histories” (The Economist). Fifty-six million years ago, the
earliest equid walked the earth—and beginning with the first-known horse-keepers of the Copper Age,
the horse has played an integral part in human history. It has sustained us as a source of food, an
industrial and agricultural machine, a comrade in arms, a symbol of wealth, power, and the wild.
Combining fascinating anthropological detail and incisive personal anecdote, equestrian expert Susanna
Forrest draws from an immense range of archival documents as well as literature and art to illustrate
how our evolution has coincided with that of horses. In paintings and poems (such as Byron’s famous
“Mazeppa”), in theater and classical music (including works by Liszt and Tchaikovsky),
representations of the horse have changed over centuries, portraying the crucial impact that we’ve had
on each other. Forrest combines this history with her own experience in the field, and travels the world
to offer a comprehensive look at the horse in our lives today: from Mongolia where she observes the
endangered takhi, to a show-horse performance at the Palace of Versailles; from a polo club in Beijing to
Arlington, Virginia, where veterans with PTSD are rehabilitated through interaction with horses. “For
the horse-addicted, a book can get no better than this . . . original, cerebral and from the heart.” —The
Times (London)

Mason's Farrier and Stud-book--new Ed
Moving with her father to a remote island off the coast of 19th-century Nova Scotia after the death of
her mother, Ellie struggles with grief and loneliness in spite of a new friendship until she bonds with a
wild stallion whose small herd she struggles to protect. By the award-winning author of Case Closed?
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Wildfire
An illustrated celebration of the spirit of horses includes essay contributions from Susan Chernak
McElroy, Chief Dan George, Dominique Barbier, the Dalai Lama, Kate Solisti-Mattelon, and many
others. Equestrian Edge Book Club.

Mason's Farrier and Cattle Book Comprising a General Description of the Horse
Wild Horses
There's horse trouble in Montana again in this second installment in Amish author, Linda Byler's, series,
"Sadie's Montana." Someone is shooting horses and Sadie is determined to find out who it is. That is
until she begins to suspect that Mark, her boyfriend, may be involved. Will Sadie discover the truth? Will
it be too hard to bear? There's horse trouble in Montana again. Only this time, horses aren't being
stolen, they're being shot. Snipers are driving a blue pickup and shooting selectively. No hard-working
ranch horse or Amish horse and buggy is safe. Still, Sadie rides, despite daily warnings from Dorothy
down in the kitchen of Aspen East Ranch. But Sadie's getting used to ignoring Dorothy's advice. Sadie's
heart is set on Mark even though Dorothy tells her to steer clear after he ditches her in the middle of
their first date. Then Daniel appears—a visitor from Lancaster County. With cornflower-blue eyes and a
strong, square jaw, he is everything that Mark is not. He's funny, well-mannered, and completely
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dedicated to his family. Mark, on the other hand, finds it hard to tell Sadie the secrets of his past. He tells
her pieces of the shadowy story, then won't speak to her for weeks. Sadie's troubles continue at home
when she discovers that her youngest sister, Anna, is struggling with bulimia. As Sadie's world spins out
of control, her palomino, Paris, remains her sole confidant. But does Sadie put Paris in danger every
time they go riding? Or, together, can they discover who these mysterious snipers are? Will Mark help
her? Or is he one of the horse-hunters? Why, Sadie wonders desperately, are there so many secrets? Will
the truth surface, or is it too hard to bear? Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good
Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love
stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare,
Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Wild Horse Scientists
What do an old Ford and a particular young mustang have in common? Awarded a 5-star review by
Readers' Favorite, this is the story about the beginning of life for one horse. After losing his father shortly
after birth, a young mustang growing up in the wilderness of the American west is put to the test. The
struggle to survive despite nasty weather, predators, and unfortunate accidents is very real to these
enduring horses. Conditions forced upon them by nature and those that come at the hands of men are
very different, however. Instinct cannot always outwit the bad intentions of human beings. Not all
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humans are bad, though, and sometimes the unexpected can happen. Find out how one horse and one
man profoundly impact each other's lives, and decide for yourself if karma truly does exist. A great story
for almost any age, this tale will be enjoyed by animal lovers from all walks of life.

Wild Horses of the Summer Sun
Why photograph horses? Because, in the words of author Carol Walker, they "fill our hearts", and
capturing them on film or in digital images expresses that relationship. We want to catch and hold -- and
show -- their spirit, their tremendous joy in living, their unique personalities, and of course, their
incomparable beauty. And we want the quality of our images to honour our glorious subjects.
Photographing horses presents a double challenge, the first being the technical aspects -- the lenses, the
setting, the light and speed, and how all those relate to the subject. The second element is more elusive; it
is horse knowledge -- the educated ability to see how a horse moves, sense its moods, and understand its
psychology as a prey animal. This book presents the tools to master both technique and subject matter.
More than that, the book will stir your creativity and inspire you to spend more time focusing on these
animals you admire. Carol Walker has travelled the world photographing animals for almost 30 years,
and since 2000 has concentrated on horses, including the object of her greatest passion, America's wild
horses. Carol's stunning images illuminate the relationship between horses and their people, as well as
showcase the beauty of horses at liberty. She teaches equine photography workshops for amateurs, and
her commercial work includes fine art, magazine covers, and calendars. Her first book, "Wild Hoofbeats:
America's Vanishing Wild Horses" is in its second printing and has won numerous awards for the quality
of images and evocative writing. This book will be the reference of choice for any photographer aspiring
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to do justice to that most appealing of animals, the horse.

Spirit Riding Free: Lucky and the Mustangs of Miradero
SHORTLISTED FOR THE WAINWRIGHT PRIZE 'This story - so fierce and brave and visceral and
raw - will stay with me forever. Clover Stroud is a force of nature, and a woman who is fearless in the
face of life and death. I loved it.' Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat Pray Love 'An astonishing book about
loss, love, darkness, pain, sex and adventure. I adore it.' Dolly Alderton 'There is so much richly evoked
life here beautifully written.' Cathy Rentzenbrink, The Times 'This redemptive memoir will steal your
heart; it will return it bruised but emboldened.' Mail on Sunday 'I have huge admiration for the spirit of
this memoir, and its author: full of heart, bravery and adventure. A moving, gripping read.' Amy Liptrot,
author of The Outrun Clover Stroud grew up in rural Wiltshire surrounded by animals and family.
When she was just sixteen her adored mother had a horrific riding accident which left her permanently
brain-damaged, and suddenly Clover was left to fend for herself. She embarked on an extraordinary
journey to heal her broken heart, courting men and danger through two marriages and five children.
The Wild Other is a grippingly honest account of love, sex and travelling to the darkest edges of human
experience and back again. Powerful and deeply emotional, this is the story of an extraordinary life lived
at its fullest.

Horse Photography
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Born Free! Among a patterned herd of wild Appaloosa mustangs running free in the Idaho wilderness
lives Blue, a spirited filly the color of rain. Surrounded by her family, including her gentle sister Doe, and
protected by her father, the band stallion, Blue lives a life both harsh and beautiful in the rugged terrain
of an undiscovered habitat. That all changes, though, when Blue and Doe are captured by rogue
cowboys, setting in motion a chain of events that threatens the very survival of their hidden, secret herd.

The Book of the Indians of North America
In the hills of Tennessee, Shane Carson, a gifted, nationally-recognized horseman, is living the good life.
When a mysterious mustang shows up on his farm, Shane doesn't know how--or why--the horse
appeared, but the horse's distinctive brand identifies her. She is one of the Spirit Horses, a rare, wild
herd that runs free on the Shoshone reservation in Wyoming. Watched over for centuries in the tribe's
ancestral valleys, these exquisite horses, according to belief, provide a link to the afterlife. When tragedy
strikes in his life, Shane nearly loses his will to live--but for one promise he made to his young son: to
return the mustang to her rightful home. On this bittersweet journey, Shane finds a world where
tradition reigns, and ancient beliefs transcend modern logic. In this magnificent expanse of blue sky and
wide open spaces, love is alive, but hate, intolerance, and greed threaten to close in. To make good on
his vow, Shane must face the danger that threatens these horses, the tribe's legacy, and his destiny.
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